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SENIOR FOOD SERVICE WORKER 
 

 CLASS SUMMARY 
 
Under general supervision – takes orders and cooks large quantities of food on grill and in fryer; 
prepares salads and vegetables; prepares cooking appliances for operation; performs related 
duties as required. 
 
 REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES 
 
Takes orders from customers and cooks food such as hamburgers and French fries on the grill 
and in the fryer;  prepares salads and cooks vegetables; prepares kitchen appliances such as ice 
cream machine, steamer, toaster, stove, fryer, hot dog machine and dishwasher for operation; 
makes hot and iced tea, cream; keeps serving areas stocked with foods and supplies; maintains 
cooking and serving areas in clean and orderly condition; cleans and stores equipment and food; 
trains student workers; cashiers and makes change; leads a small group engaged in the 
preparation, serving, and selling of foods; assists with the preparation of main dishes; may be in 
charge of the cafeteria or snack shop on an assigned shift. 
 
 ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
 
This position reports to Food Services Manager and takes orders and serves students, college 
personnel and visitors who patronize the snack bar. 
 

 DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS GUIDE 
 
Training and Experience  

 
Any combination of training and/or experience equivalent to 6 months experience in preparing 
and serving large quantities of food for a large number of people. 
 
Knowledge and Abilities 
 
Knowledge of: proper methods of cooking, preparing and serving of large quantities of food; 
commercial kitchen appliances, equipment and utensils; kitchen cleaning materials, methods, 
safety of and hygienic practices; basic arithmetic. 
 
Ability to: grill and prepare food in large quantities; operate commercial kitchen equipment and 
appliances; follow oral and written directions; take orders from a large number of customers; 
handle and count money; operate cash register; deal effectively with students, faculty, 
administrative personnel and public. 
 
License:  Food Handler’s certificate issued by the Orange County Health Department, to be 
obtained at time of appointment. 


